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Following are snippets of recent internet searches for pricing relating to alternative lighting for chemical light
These are items currently found in the market. Please keep in mind that the Garrity Glo-Lite, Krill Lamps and the
Glo-Toobs are devices which contain one light color per device. The Lazer-brite has two colors per device. The two
In every instance it is less expensive to carry one E/T Light, taking into consideration all the features (Locking
feature, memory selection, blinking function). You need to carry four of their lights for every one E/T Light. In the
case of the Lazer-brite you have two LED color options but they do not lock or have a memory/locking feature.
Keep in mind the weight and volume is also decreased.
In reality you should consider that a retail price of $34.95 for 1 E/T Light comes to (34.95/4= 8.74) $8.74 per color.
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Purchasing considerations:
Emergency/Triage lights last from 3 to 6 days while continually illuminated, depending on color selection. On
the other hand, chemical light sticks claim to work for 6 to 12 hours, but the usable light ranges from 2 to 5
hours. If comparing brightness against time only the green chemical light stick starts out brighter but diminishes
to match the brightness of the E/T Light after less than half an hour. All the other chemical stick colors (red,
yellow and blue) start of less bright than the E/T Light and continue diminishing in brightness. Luminosity of
the E/T Light stays consistent throughout the life of the battery with minimal decreases in brightness.
The First Responder carries less weight per patient (Up to 62 %) when using E/T Light .
The First Responder carries less volume per patient (Up to 64%) when using E/T Light .
Using E/T Light , the purchasing agency saves a substantial amount of money for the following reasons:
a. Chemical light sticks have a shelf-life of about 2 years*, after which there is no guarantee that they will
perform optimally and must be disposed of. Because of waste reduction, E/T Light are a greener option
and reduce disposal costs
b. E/T Light have a battery shelf-life of 5 years.
c. While in storage, after 4 years the agency will have spent at least $144.00 in blue chemical light sticks as
opposed to replacing a $3.00 battery for each E/T Light .
d. The storage cost is less for E/T Light .
e. The transportation cost is less for E/T Light .
f. E/T Light are reusable.
g. E/T Light may be serviced; the batteries and nosecones are replaceable.
Chemical light sticks freeze in subzero temperatures. E/T Light , however, have been tested at ~-20 F for over
an hour by US Special Operation Forces and performed without a problem for over an hour.
When utilized for perimeter fencing or any other long-term operation, chemical light sticks must be continually
replaced. E/T Light will last for days.
One E/T Light produces the colors of 4 individual colored light stick options. This means less time utilized by
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the options in a single unit.
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diately upon arrival and don’t waste time in going up to each individual patient to determine the color of the
triage card or triage tape. This is especially true under adverse conditions such as darkness, wind, rain, fog, under
water or any other harried condition. A study has shown when you use lights for triage you reduce patient collection
9. Unlike chemical sticks, E/T Light can blink, increasing the amount of information which can be relayed to
response personnel.
10. The E/T Light are operated using one hand, chemical light sticks require two.
11. Every manufacturer of battery-powered chemical light stick replacements manufactures one device per color.
This means you would still need to buy four of any potential competitor’s product to match the performance
capability of one E/T Light .
12. E/T Light have a memory to assure that even if they receive considerable mistreatment they always stay on or
turn back on to the appropriate selection.
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* Note- Packaging of the chemical light sticks tested stated that the products had up to 6 hours of use. My personal test results were that the red and blue chemical light
sticks were usable for up to 2 hours. The green chemical light sticks were usable for 5 hours. The packaging typically states shelf life is up to four years for 8-hour and 12-hour
types. Typical shelf life is one year or more for high intensity types.
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